
Monday
12/03/2018

Extra Resources
Attachments
HWWeekof123Due127.pdf
Centersweekof12-3.docx

Intervention
NO RTI THIS WEEK

Math
LEARNING TARGET: I can
multiply and divide decimals
to hundredths, using concrete
models, drawings, strategies
based on place value, and/or
properties of operations.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Placing decimals in

multiplication (using
estimation)

• Classwork: Placing
decimals worksheet

CENTERS:
Small Group: teacher pulls
groups for remediation based
on classwork/exit ticket

Technology:
--IXL: I.7 & I.8
--iReady: Complete 2
sessions and
quizzes (Record topic and
score on recording sheet)

Making Meaning/
Application:

Tuesday
12/04/2018

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
LEARNING TARGET: I can
multiply and divide decimals
to hundredths, using concrete
models, drawings, strategies
based on place value, and/or
properties of operations.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Multiplying decimals word

problems (using standard
algorithm)

• Classwork: Multiplying
decimals worksheet

CENTERS:
Small Group: teacher pulls
groups for remediation based
on classwork/exit ticket

Technology:
--IXL: I.7 & I.8
--iReady: Complete 2
sessions and
quizzes (Record topic and
score on recording sheet)

Making Meaning/
Application:
--Problem of the day: 13-1
through 13-5 (Record on
center recording sheet)
--Interactive Notebook:
Multiplication and Division

Wednesday
12/05/2018

Early Release

Extra Resources

Math
LEARNING TARGET: I can
multiply and divide decimals
to hundredths, using concrete
models, drawings, strategies
based on place value, and/or
properties of operations.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Dividing decimals by

whole numbers
• Classwork: dividing

decimals worksheet
CENTERS:
Small Group: teacher pulls
groups for remediation based
on classwork/exit ticket

Technology:
--IXL: I.7 & I.8
--iReady: Complete 2
sessions and
quizzes (Record topic and
score on recording sheet)

Making Meaning/
Application:
--Problem of the day: 13-1
through 13-5 (Record on
center recording sheet)
--Interactive Notebook:
Multiplication and Division
Patterns Flap Book (Teacher
checks off when complete)

Thursday
12/06/2018

Extra Resources
Mehanja - Computer Lab
for iReady Testing
2:00-3:25

Intervention

Math
LEARNING TARGET: I can
multiply and divide decimals
to hundredths, using concrete
models, drawings, strategies
based on place value, and/or
properties of operations.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Dividing decimals using

the standard algorithm
• Classwork: dividing

decimals worksheet

Friday
12/07/2018

Extra Resources
Mehanja - Computer Lab
for iReady Testing
2:00-3:25

Intervention

Math
LEARNING TARGET: I can
multiply and divide decimals
to hundredths, using concrete
models, drawings, strategies
based on place value, and/or
properties of operations.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Dividing decimals using

the standard algorithm
• Multiplying and Dividing

decimals Formative
CENTERS:
Small Group: teacher pulls
groups for remediation based
on classwork/exit ticket

Technology:
--IXL: I.7 & I.8
--iReady: Complete 2
sessions and
quizzes (Record topic and
score on recording sheet)

Making Meaning/
Application:
--Problem of the day: 13-1
through 13-5 (Record on
center recording sheet)
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--Problem of the day: 13-1
through 13-5 (Record on
center recording sheet)
--Interactive Notebook:
Multiplication and Division
Patterns Flap Book (Teacher
checks off when complete)
--Math Journal: Algebra
Journal Prompts (Choose 1
to write about in math
notebook, teacher checks off
when complete)
--Task Cards: Multiply and
Divide Decimals Task
Cards (Record on center
recording sheet)
--Application: Lake Score -
Decimal Kit - Shopping for
Decimals (Record work on
notebook paper and attach)

Extension/Enrichment:
--Error Analysis Cards
Attachments
PlacingDecimalsMultiplying.pdf

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can
identify, investigate, and
describe that many
physical and chemical
changes are affected by
temperature.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Science probe on
changes in matter.

APPLICATION: SW use the
foldable notes on changes

Patterns Flap Book (Teacher
checks off when complete)
--Math Journal: Algebra
Journal Prompts (Choose 1
to write about in math
notebook, teacher checks off
when complete)
--Task Cards: Multiply and
Divide Decimals Task
Cards (Record on center
recording sheet)
--Application: Lake Score -
Decimal Kit - Shopping for
Decimals (Record work on
notebook paper and attach)

Extension/Enrichment:
--Error Analysis Cards
Attachments
MultDecimalsWord.pdf

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can
describe physical signs of
chemical and physical
changes.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: SW make a T-chart
and list physical changes
to solids and liquids that
are affected by temperature
change (melting, freezing,
evaporating, condensing,
dissolving) and
chemical changes (baking,
grilling, frying, toasting,
decaying plant and animal
matter, rusting, releasing of
carbon dioxide).

--Math Journal: Algebra
Journal Prompts (Choose 1
to write about in math
notebook, teacher checks off
when complete)
--Task Cards: Multiply and
Divide Decimals Task
Cards (Record on center
recording sheet)
--Application: Lake Score -
Decimal Kit - Shopping for
Decimals (Record work on
notebook paper and attach)

Extension/Enrichment:
--Error Analysis Cards
Attachments
grade-5-dividing-decimals-by-
whole-number-a.pdf

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can
identify, investigate, and
describe that many
physical and chemical
changes are affected by
temperature.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Using task cards
placed around the room or
in a SCOOT format SW use
their notebook to record if
the task card is a chemical
or physical change.

APPLICATION: SW draw a
t-chart in their notebook
marking one side for
physical change and the

CENTERS:
Small Group: teacher pulls
groups for remediation based
on classwork/exit ticket

Technology:
--IXL: I.7 & I.8
--iReady: Complete 2
sessions and
quizzes (Record topic and
score on recording sheet)

Making Meaning/
Application:
--Problem of the day: 13-1
through 13-5 (Record on
center recording sheet)
--Interactive Notebook:
Multiplication and Division
Patterns Flap Book (Teacher
checks off when complete)
--Math Journal: Algebra
Journal Prompts (Choose 1
to write about in math
notebook, teacher checks off
when complete)
--Task Cards: Multiply and
Divide Decimals Task
Cards (Record on center
recording sheet)
--Application: Lake Score -
Decimal Kit - Shopping for
Decimals (Record work on
notebook paper and attach)

Extension/Enrichment:
--Error Analysis Cards
Attachments
DividingDecimals.pdf

--Interactive Notebook:
Multiplication and Division
Patterns Flap Book (Teacher
checks off when complete)
--Math Journal: Algebra
Journal Prompts (Choose 1
to write about in math
notebook, teacher checks off
when complete)
--Task Cards: Multiply and
Divide Decimals Task
Cards (Record on center
recording sheet)
--Application: Lake Score -
Decimal Kit - Shopping for
Decimals (Record work on
notebook paper and attach)

Extension/Enrichment:
--Error Analysis Cards
Attachments
MultiplyingDividingDecimalsFormative.docx

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can
identify, investigate, and
describe that many
physical and chemical
changes are affected by
temperature.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: SW take the
formative assessment on
changes in matter.

APPLICATION: SW take
formative assessment.
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in matter. Each note will
give examples of how heat/
temp change can affect
matter.
Bill Nye chemical
reactions: safari
montage http://vsod.volusia.k12.fl.us/
SAFARI/montage/
play.php?keyindex=325544&location=local&filetypeid=81

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
chemical change,
condense, decay,
evaporate, freeze, melt,
physical change, physical
weathering, temperature
change.

RESOURCES: legal size
paper, science notebook,
science probe.
Standards

SC.5.P.9.1 Investigate and
describe that many physical
and chemical changes are
affected by temperature.
(DOK 3)
SC.5.N.2.1 Recognize and
explain that science is
grounded in empirical
observations that are
testable; explanation must
always be linked with
evidence. (DOK 2)
SC.5.N.2.2 Recognize and
explain that when scientific
investigations are carried out,
the evidence produced by
those investigations should
be replicable by others. (DOK

APPLICATION: SW weigh a
balloon and record the
mass, then fill a balloon
with air and have students
weigh the balloon again to
answer the question: Does
air have mass? SW then fill
their balloon with baking
soda and pour it into a
bottle with vinegar and
observe/record what
happens SW finally,
complete the dancing
spaghetti experiment

Closure: "what's in the
bubbles" probe

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: chemical
change, condense, decay,
evaporate, freeze, melt,
physical change, physical
weathering, temperature
change.

RESOURCES: plastic
container, water, vinegar,
baking soda, dry spaghetti,
balloons
Standards

SC.5.N.2.1 Recognize and
explain that science is
grounded in empirical
observations that are
testable; explanation must
always be linked with
evidence. (DOK 2)
SC.5.N.2.2 Recognize and

other chemical change.
SW will move around the
room recording from task
cards if they think the
picture is a chemical/
physical change.

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: chemical
change, condense, decay,
evaporate, freeze, melt,
physical change, physical
weathering, temperature
change.

RESOURCES: printed task
cards, science notebook
Standards

SC.5.P.9.1 Investigate and
describe that many physical
and chemical changes are
affected by temperature.
(DOK 3)
SC.5.N.2.1 Recognize and
explain that science is
grounded in empirical
observations that are
testable; explanation must
always be linked with
evidence. (DOK 2)
SC.5.N.2.2 Recognize and
explain that when scientific
investigations are carried out,
the evidence produced by
those investigations should
be replicable by others. (DOK
2)

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can
identify, investigate, and
describe that many
physical and chemical
changes are affected by
temperature.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Gum investigation:
SW weigh the before and
after of gum being chewed
to test for the weight
difference.
Review chemical and
physical change what is the
difference using notes.
Then students will play the
kahoot for practice for the
formative on Friday.

APPLICATION: Kahoot
review for chemical/
physical
change. http://create.kahoot.it/
details/chemistry-chemical-
and-physical-changes/
8c30f4dd-9587-423a-
a0d0-2cd8529ca8d0

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: chemical
change, condense, decay,
evaporate, freeze, melt,
physical change, physical
weathering, temperature
change.

RESOURCES: Ipads,
science notebook.

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: chemical
change, condense, decay,
evaporate, freeze, melt,
physical change, physical
weathering, temperature
change.

RESOURCES:
Attachments
ChangingMatterFormative1.docx
PhysicalorChemicalChangeFormative1.docx
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2) explain that when scientific
investigations are carried out,
the evidence produced by
those investigations should
be replicable by others. (DOK
2)
SC.5.P.9.1 Investigate and
describe that many physical
and chemical changes are
affected by temperature.
(DOK 3)
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